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I am interested in the relation between technology, regulation and 
fundamental rights or values, such as privacy, automony, property, dignity 
etc

Usually there are conflicting values at any time



In my little story today, we have

In the blue corner



expressifreedom of expression

freedom of expression



informatfreedom of information

and freedom of information.

These are strong values. As technology activist Steward Brand



Stewart Brand late 1960s

“information wants to 
be free”

put it in the late 60s, information wants to be free.

And some see



the pirate bay as a clear example of this.

Not everyone agrees, especially not those who are in the red corner where 
we have



propertyproperty

property, or more precisely



propertyintellectual property

intellectual property.

The symbols associated to this corner are 



©®™
well known
copyright, trademarks and the like

Now of course the colours may different depending on where you stand 
and I can image you have trouble distinguishing blue from red.

After all, most of you in the audience will one day earn their living 



http://35if8l37rcx617qr9x4es9ybri5.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Brain1.jpg

using their brain, rather than 



http://www.ahajokes.com/funpages/brick01.gif

than using their hands. 



A crucial disctinction between intellectual work and physical labour is of 
course that the costs of reproducing intellectual work are much lower than 
copying physical work.

Bits can be copied for almost nothing

Ok, I am tasked to talk about



versus

openness

protection
openness vs protection 



(already doing so)

and more specifically



effects on science?

how this plays out in science.

First we have to understand how 



technology affects science

I am about the age of your parents. When I started



Joost Swarte – Het Geheugen

we had to go to the library for knowledge.

Thanks to Moore’s law



which basically makes computers ever more powerful and cheaper

we no longer have

Moore's law is the observation that over the history of computing hardware, the number of transistors on integrated circuits doubles 
approximately every two years. The period often quoted as "18 months" is due to Intel executive David House, who predicted that period for 
a doubling in chip performance (being a combination of the effect of more transistors and their being faster).[1]



http://plyojump.com/classes/images/computer_history/1950sComputer.jpg

these machines,



we nowadays carry the computing power of these machines in our pocket. 
Even in this early iPhone.



http://www.mkomo.com/cost-per-gigabyte

Storage cost continues to go downward. 

This has a very important consequence.



http://www.sanjeev.net/printads/a/ambers-guesthouse-room-cleaning-4882.jpg

Deleting data becomes too expensive.

Besides, people are realising that 



DATA
is the new oil

there is valuable information to be found in all the data we collect.

the final motor of change is of course



The internet.

What does this mean for me. Well for one that I haven’t set a foot in the 
library for a couple of years now.
Instead



This is my source of information, or



this.

Great 



Not only do I not have to go to the library to find stuff, I can also click to 
download



Stewart Brand late 1960s

“information wants to 
be free”

So a lesson might be that information indeed wants to be free



openness!

lesson

Let’s take a step back.

in the example I was able to provide a version of the paper for download 
for free.



openness!

lesson

That is exception, rather than norm unfortunately. 



Understanding Society

The motto of Tilburg University is Understanding Society and that is what I 
try to do.

But equally important is



disseminate

sharing the insights. We want the world to learn and do better

For dissemination we have traditionally been reliant on 



publishers

publishers. They are king.

Why 



reputation

It is all about reputation.

scientists need to publish in top journals for their career to progress.
top journals are top because they attract top editors
top editors attract top papers.
all facilitated by the publishers, who effectively create 



a brilliant 



(perverse)

albeit perverse



lock-in

Now of course publishers are online
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31$

and they allow you to purchase articles.
Here is an example
 
So, I have to pay 31$ for a paper whose contents I have not yet seen. 

so people say who cares.



You might say, I am at Wageningen University, everything is available in my 
online library.

Well, even so. In my work I depend a lot on papers



IEEE, ACM

published by the Association of Computing Machinery and the IEEE, which 
are not in our library.

So I do care about these fees 

And I see plenty people in the audience from countries where money does 
not grow on trees. So, yes, I do care.

Now how bad is it?



Leenes & Lucivero (2014) 
to appear in LIT vol 6, number 2

I had a research assistent check out what I would have to pay for the 
material we reference in this paper
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It’s about robots and how they should behave in the real world check. 
Check it out. 

It’s only 40,29 + taxes

(BTW, I don’t get a single penny ever)
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for the paper, we have used 84 references. 
An incomplete list shows that obtaining these would have cost well over 
1345 Eur



disseminate

do we reacht the audience we want to reach.

No, of course not.

 



bad for science

it is bad for science

I don’t even read the stuff I have to read, simply because I can’t afford it.



bad for society

It is bad for society because hardly anyone gains from my knowledge



good for publishers

it is (relatively) good for publishers though



protection!

lesson

so, the lesson might be protection trumps.



greenslow

unsatisfactory
embargo

goldperverse

There is discussion about different publishing models, commonly known 
as the green and gold models, but I will leave these for the discussion.

Instead I want to highlight another openness-protection issue in science



intellectual property

This one relates to intellectual property



ual procopyright law

We have copyright law that provides creators the temporary exclusive right 
to 
communicate and reproduce 

copyright protects the



expression of ideas

expression of ideas, not the idea itself
So while there is said to be a limited number of plots



Overcoming the Monster, 
Rags to Riches, 
The Quest, 
Voyage and Return, 
Comedy, 
Tragedy, 
Rebirth

the seven storylines™ 

Christopher Booker in his "Seven Basic Plots -- why we tell stories"

1. Overcoming the monster -- defeating some force which threatens...
e.g. most Hollywood movies; Star Wars, James Bond.

2. Rags to Riches - self explanatory really. e.g. Cinderella &
derivatives (all 27,000 of them)!!!

2. The Quest -- typically a group setoff in search of something and
(usually) find it. e.g. Watership Down, Pilgrim's Progress.

3. Journey and Return -- the hero journeys away from home to somewhere
different and finally comes back having experienced something and
maybe changed for the better. e.g. Wizard of Oz, Gullivers Travels.

4. Comedy - not neccesarily a funny plot. Some kind of
misunderstanding or ignorance is created that keeps parties apart
which is resolved towards the end bringing them back together. e.g.
Bridget Jones Diary, War and Peace.

5. Tragedy - Someone is tempted in some way, vanity, greed etc and
becomes increasingly desperate or trapped by their actions until at a
climax they usually die. Unless it's a Hollywood movie, when they
escape to a happy ending. e.g. Devils' Advocate, Hamlet.

6. Rebirth - hero is captured or oppressed and seems to be in a state
of living death until it seems all is lost when miraculously they are
freed. e.g. Snow White.



there are many examples of each. Each of them protected

As I said, intellectual property, especially when it is digital, can easily be 
copied
 



This troubles some people, especially the entertainment industry.

So, to make copying copyrighted material harder, the industry has come 
up with technical protection measures, such as Digital Rights Management 
systems



Which are not very popular by the guys in the blue corner.

Who try to break these



measures. Which renders them worthless.

So the industry wants to be able to go after people who break these 
technical protection measures.

The law (after extensive lobying) 



law to the rescue

now protects these technical protection measures.

In many places we see regulation such as the 

Digital Millennium Copyright Act



ium copDMCA

which, among other things



Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998

• section 1201
• (a) Violations Regarding Circumvention of Technological 

Measures.—

• (1)(A) No person shall circumvent a technological 
measure that effectively controls access to a work 
protected under this title. The prohibition contained in the 
preceding sentence shall take effect at the end of the 2-
year period beginning on the date of the enactment of this 
chapter.

contains provisions such as these.

The DMCA has for instance been used to stop people from 



http://www.sony-aibo.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/aibo-ers-7-ad-2.jpg

their Sony Aibo to have it dance to Jazz music. 

The aibo is a robot dog. 
I for one do not see why Sony would be against this enhancement 
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The chips in printer cartridges are also protected by the DMCA.

But I get distracted. This is not science.
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my colleage 



http://www.ru.nl/publish/pages/735910/jacobs.jpg

Bart Jacobs is active in cyber security. 

Part of his research concerns finding (and fixing) security issues in IT 
systems.

And of course he publishes findings.
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Why, well because then people



Kerckhoffs’ principle

“A cryptosystem should be secure 
even if everything about the 

system, except the key, is public 
knowledge.”

can improve security by fixing flaws.

Security by obscurity is not a good idea.

One of the technologies his group studies is RFID.
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An example of a product equipped with such chips is the OV-chipcard, the 
Dutch public transport card.

Bart’s group dug deep into the chip and broke all sorts of protection 
measures and did other stuff prohibited by DMCA like regulation

They found major
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flaws in the chip powering this card. They wanted to publish their results 
in a conference paper.

The chip manufacturer
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NXP was not amused. 

They feared severe consequences for their business and their customers. 
Don’t forget the chip is present in billions of devices.

NXP ordered an injunction against publication.



protection!

lesson

They called for protection of their intellectual property, which usually is a 
strong line of defense.

But here, the court opted 



protection!

lesson

for the other outcome: 



openness!

lesson

openness



‘in a democratic society it 
is of great importance that 

the results of scientific 
research can be 

published…’

in a democratic society it is of great importance that the results of scientific research can be published - and that society can 
thus be informed about the shortcomings of a product, so that action can be taken against the risks thereof.



‘… and that society can 
thus be informed about 
the shortcomings of a 

product, so that action can 
be taken against the risks 

thereof.’

in a democratic society it is of great importance that the results of scientific research can be published - and that society can 
thus be informed about the shortcomings of a product, so that action can be taken against the risks thereof.



what about you?

The examples I discussed may seem remote to you.

But also in biotech and other Wageningen domains we come across 
protection versus openness.



Monsanto licenses the use of their patented GMO Canola seed, which is 
resistent against herbicides, such as Roundup.

Becasue the seeds are licensed istead of bought. The farmers have to pay 
fees for using seeds from last year’s harvest.
This totally contrasts common practice of using part of last year’s harvest 
for seeding. 

1. Monsanto v Schmeiser



My time is up



thanks to Kieran O’Hara for providing this template

Texts, marks, logos, names, graphics, images, 
photographs, illustrations, artwork, audio clips, video 
clips, and software copyrighted by their respective owners 
are used on these slides for non-commercial, educational 
and personal purposes only. Use of any copyrighted 
material is not authorized without the written consent of 
the copyright holder.  Every effort has been made to 
respect the copyrights of other parties. If you believe that 
your copyright has been misused, please direct your 
correspondence to: r.e.leenes@tilburguniversity.edu 
stating your position and I shall endeavour to correct any 
misuse as early as possible.

disclaimer, for what it’s worth



weerstand is zinloos

100 Ω

Is resistance futile?

I will not succumb



promising on paper

information wants to be free and has to be free.
 
In an age of decreasing costs of distributing information, we 
should not maintain outdated systems and vested interests 
unless they have clear value.




